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Enabling Full-Text Search for Business Objects in mySAP ERP
Applies to:
SAP NetWeaver 2004s, mySAP ERP 2005

Summary
The SAP NetWeaver Search Engine Service (SES) for business objects is a simple generic interface to
enable indexing and searching of business objects with TREX, SAP NetWeaver’s engine for search and
classification. Any business object in the sense of the Business Object Repository (BOR) can implement the
SES methods and is then subject to the SES features, including simple full text and fuzzy search as well as
advanced attribute search. The SES is part of the SAP NetWeaver Application Server (AS) ABAP.
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Introduction
The search engine service is installed with the SAP NetWeaver Application Server ABAP (NW AS ABAP) as
part of the usage type “AS (Application Server)”. It allows users of business applications in mySAP to retrieve
business objects in a simple, Web-search-like manner by providing an easy-to-use full text search interface
as well as fuzzy algorithms for a fault-tolerant behavior.
To achieve this, the SES replicates the business objects to the SAP NetWeaver search engine, TREX, for
indexing. Part of the SES is a slim administration user interface to administrate initial and delta indexing of
the different enabled business object types. After initial indexing, TREX search functionality is applicable to
the indexed business objects – either through the included default user interface or through self-designed
ABAP applications. Search queries using the SES, receive their results from the TREX server, not the
database of the mySAP ERP or other ABAP application.
This has the following benefits:
You do not require knowledge of the technical implementation of the business objects to perform searches.
You can also search for known attribute characteristic values (field contents) even if you do not know the
attribute schema of the business object being searched.

With mySAP ERP 2005 a substantial number of business object types are enabled for indexing and
searching through the SES out of the box. Additional business object types can be enabled by implementing
the SES methods rather easily. Both aspects – pre-integrated object types and enabling of further object
types – will be dealt with in the rest of this article on an introductory level.

Fig 1: A simplified architecture of the search engine service (SES) as delivered with SAP NetWeaver 2004s.

Enabled business objects in mySAP ERP 2005
The following list of business object types is enabled for out-of-the-box indexing in mySAP ERP 2005. You
will find that these are almost exclusively master data objects. Nevertheless, transactional object types can
be enabled for indexing and searching all the same. Any enabled object shows up in the administration UI of
the search engine service (SES_ADMIN) to be initially indexed from there. After that, quick search as well as
advanced search is enabled for these objects – by default as two additional tabs in the F4-Help when called
from a transaction dealing with the respective object type. You will find more details on user interfaces for
end users and administrators in the next section of this article.
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Master Data Operations
Business Partners
Business Partner
Customer Master
Vendor Master
Product & Material Master
Product Master Data
Material Master Data
Quality Management
Master Inspection Characteristic
Inspection Method
Quality Info Record
Certificate Profile
EH&S
Specifications
PLM Master Data
Change Number
Document Info Records
Classes
Characteristics
Enterprise Asset Management
Equipment
Functional Location
Master Data Financials
Financial Accounting
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Vendor Master
Controlling
Cost Center
Internal Order
Asset Accounting
Asset
Master Data HCM
Course
Course Type
eTraining
Master Data Corporate Services
Real Estate
Business Entity
Property
Building
Rental Object
Real Estate Contract
Architectural Object
Settlement Unit
Participation Group
Comparative Group
Master Data Public Sector
Funds Management
Fund
Funds center
Commitment item
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Functional area
Funded Program
Grant

Configuring, Administrating and Using the SES
Prerequisite for using the search engine service is a Web Application Server ABAP of release SAP
NetWeaver 2004s or higher and an installed TREX engine, which is also part of SAP NetWeaver. From here,
the following steps are necessary to start indexing your business objects:
Maintain a TREX RFC destination
Check and configure the object types for indexing
Start initial indexing of chosen object types
Delta indexing (performed by a periodical batch job)
Monitor the indexing process
The following paragraphs provide an overview what has to be done in these steps. The link “Administration
of the Search Engine Service” below provides the details.
Maintain a TREX RFC destination
As with any RFC connection, you use the RFC destination (SM59) function in the Landscape RFC window.
The details are linked at the end of the article. Do check the section “Configuring More Than One RFC
Connection…” as it may be important to ensure high performance of indexing and searching.
Check and configure the object types for indexing
You should be assigned to the role SAP_BC_SES_ADMIN to have the authorization to use the transaction
SES_ADMIN. In SES_ADMIN you choose Menu -> Index -> Create/Activate Indexes. A rather selfexplanatory list of all indexable object types – those that are available in your system and have implemented
the SES methods – appears. Here, you only have to select the object types you want to index. On ENTER
the required indexes are created in TREX for all the selected object types.
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Fig 2: The SES’ main administration table for the creation of indexes per business object type and for
monitoring the indexing progress
Start initial indexing of chosen object types and Indexing
You can now start initial indexing for a selected object type by clicking the push button Index Immediately ->
Full.
In the documentation, you will also find a section about periodic indexing, which you will schedule as a
background job to keep the search indexes up to date.
Monitor the indexing process
You can monitor the progress of as well the initial indexing as the periodic updates in SES_ADMIN. There is
an abundance of monitoring options as well as an integrated trouble shooting tool, the “TREX Admin Tool in
the SAP System”, available. Again, please find details in the documentation and in the TREX Admin Tool
itself.
Searching in SAP GUI
The SES comes with an out-of-the-box integration into the search help UI of the SAP GUI (the F4-Help).
After initial indexing this integrated UI is ready to be used by SAP GUI and Web Dynpro ABAP users. If you
need a more specific UI within SAP GUI, it can be developed against the API of the SES (see next section).
The SES adds two different search modes to the tab strips in the F4-Help:
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Fig 3: “Quick Search for Material” is the one that brings the most significant improvement to search in the
SAP GUI. It consists of one free text search field only. Anything entered here will produce hits on any object
that contains the search string in any of its fields. The users do not need to know the field name they are
looking for a result in and they are not confronted with confusing multi-field selection screens.
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Fig 4: “Advanced Search for [business object type]” is more similar to the well known multi-field selection
screens, letting users specify in which field of an object they are looking for a certain value. But as TREX
instead of the database is queried, results return much quicker – especially when large numbers of objects
are kept in the system.

Extending the Search Engine Service
The complete documentation for developers who want to enable an additional business object type is linked
at the bottom of this article and/or is accessible in the system directly. There are two basic types of
extensions to the search engine service you can make in a mySAP ERP system. You can enable additional
business object types for indexing and searching through the SES or you can build an own user interface on
top of the SES. Again, this article gives an overview of available methods, while the details are found in the
documentation or in the system itself.
Steps to enable an additional business object type for indexing and searching
If you have some experience in ABAP programming, it will probably not take you any longer than two days to
enable an additional business object type. The basic steps to do this are:
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To Create an indexing class, i.e. enable a new object type for indexing, this object has to implement the SES
Interface IF_COM_SE_BUSOBJ. To add attributes to be indexed for a new object or for an already existing
one, you can implement your own ABAP classes for the interface IF_COM_SE_BUSOBJ.
For more information, see the documentation of the interface IF_COM_SE_BUSOBJ and its methods in the
SAP system.
To enable the periodic indexing to pick up only the changed objects (delta indexing), you must create change
pointers in the application transaction and provide the change pointers to SES using predefined methods.
Either CL_COM_SE_CPOINTER_UPDATE~CP_INSERT_ARRAY or
CL_COM_SE_CPOINTER_UPDATE~CP_INSERT_SINGLE.
For more information, see the documentation on the method CP_INSERT_SINGLE in the SAP system.
Connecting a user interface to the SES Search API
To use the F4-Help UI for searching, define COM_SE_F4_HELP_EXIT as search help exit
Any other UI should be based on the SES internal search interface
CL_COM_SE_SEARCH_IIF=>SEARCH_OBJECTS.
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Fig 5: The detailed architecture of the SES (dark grey) and other involved engines and components. After
having read the article the graphic should be self-explanatory.
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Related Content
Complete documentation of Business Object Search with SES for developers, including a demo example
(SFLIGHT_SES)
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04s/helpdata/en/6a/9d9d427cab0831e10000000a1550b0/frameset.htm
Administration of the Search Engine Service
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_erp2005/helpdata/en/27/08ef417fc65f24e10000000a1550b0/frameset.htm
TREX RFC connection
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_erp2005/helpdata/en/19/752e4241f51a2ae10000000a1550b0/frameset.htmRef
erence 2
Reference 3
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